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Abstract 

Language exchange programs such as Tandem Plus aim to create opportunities for language 

learners to practice and improve their second languages by pairing fluent speakers with learners; 

but what opportunities for learning are actually presented and taken up by participants?  

Through my participation in Tandem Plus, I formed a strong friendship with my language 

exchange partner; our conversations often delved into emotional topics as well as switched 

frequently between our two strongest languages, English and Mandarin Chinese.  

In this self-study, I analyzed an excerpt of a recorded conversation between my Tandem partner 

and myself in order to answer the following questions: (1) In bilingual conversation, including 

deep personal exchanges, between my language partner and myself, were there opportunities for 

me to learn Chinese? (2) When there were opportunities, did I take up and use the new Chinese? 

In each case, why/why not? Findings show that opportunities for learning did exist, but were not 

always taken up, and that I seemed less likely to take up new language the more emotionally 

invested I was in the topic. Although this is a very limited study, there are implications for 

educators and learners seeking to improve language through partner conversations.  

Keywords: language exchange, bilingual conversation, emotional conversation, 

opportunities for learning, self-analysis, self-study, language acquisition  
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Opportunities for Language Learning in Bilingual Conversation:  

A Study in Language Exchange Partnership 

Trisha and I became friends in the fall of 2016 after we were paired together by Tandem 

Plus, a language exchange program which matches speakers based on the languages they speak 

and the languages they wish to learn. Tandem is not a tutoring program, but a language exchange 

that provides opportunities for language practice and acquisition; therefore, Trisha and I 

generally met and spoke in informal and unstructured sessions. To achieve the goal of helping 

the partners learn each other’s language, the Tandem Plus program requires that participants 

spend half the time speaking in each target language (“Face-to-Face”, n.d.). Trisha and I tried to 

divide meetings evenly between Chinese and English conversation, but often the lines would blur 

between ‘Chinese time’ and ‘English time’. This meant that we would often switch freely 

between Chinese and English during a conversation, sometimes even using elements of both 

languages in the same sentence. The time we spent with each other expanded well beyond that of 

the typical Tandem exchange, evolving into a close friendship. We met several times on our 

lunch breaks, bought bubble milk tea together, cooked at each other’s apartments, and even 

combined our sessions with gym workouts a few times. Our topics of conversation ranged from 

graduate school stresses to dating, politics to food, academia to customs. Many of these topics 

were emotionally charged, leading to discussions of deep feelings and values, and causing us to 

often pay little or no attention at all to our use of English or Chinese languages. This led me to 

become interested in how and why we switched languages, and whether there were patterns in 

our use. I also became curious about how our emotionally charged conversations differed from 

less emotional dialogue, and whether these bilingual conversations were providing me with 

opportunities to actually learn Chinese.   
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Literature Review 

 Addressing all these questions is outside the scope of this paper, although research has 

been done that would shed light on any of them. Since space does not allow me to delve into all 

these interests, in this paper I will concentrate on whether there are learning opportunities for me 

as a second language (L2) speaker in emotionally-charged versus less emotional conversations. 

A link has been identified by scholars between emotionality in conversation and attention to 

language forms; according to Tarone (1979), “any topic dealing with strong emotion — births, 

sex and sex roles, fear, etc.—” seems to prompt use of the least-monitored speech (p.189). As 

there has been a lot of interest in this in the field of Second Language Acquisition, I will 

summarize some of the research which has examined whether bilingual conversations focused on 

meaning rather than grammar practice provide learners with opportunities to learn an L2.  

Krashen’s Monitor Model  

According to Krashen, it shouldn’t matter whether a language learner is engaged in 

emotional conversation or not because language acquisition all takes place unconsciously.  

Krashen’s Monitor model says that adult second language learners, as they internalize new 

language, are either acquiring or learning. In this model, acquisition means unconsciously 

internalizing language forms in the same way a child internalizes their first language(s). When 

doing so, one is “not conscious of [linguistic forms] or analytical about their form,” but one can 

use this acquired linguistic knowledge to create new utterances (Tarone & Swierzbin, 2009, 

p.16). According to Krashen, acquisition takes place during “spontaneous communication” 

(Lightbown & Spada, 2013, p. 106). When an adult second language learner is consciously 

paying attention to linguistic forms and consciously analyzing the rules of using them, Krashen 

says they are learning rather than acquiring. In this case, “Learned segments may also be 
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memorized and used appropriately in conversation as unanalyzed chunks of language, but these 

do not lead to productive rules and so never occur in any form other than the memorized form” 

(Tarone & Swierzbin, 2009, p. 16-17). In Krashen’s view, these memorized, “learned” forms are 

not as useful to the learner as the language the learner acquires unconsciously, and, if a language 

form is formally taught to a learner this will not lead to true acquisition until the learner is ready 

to internalize it unconsciously.  

What would this mean for opportunities to internalize language during language 

exchange? According to Krashen, “spontaneous communication” such as the unplanned 

conversations that come up during language exchange would be the perfect situation for 

acquisition. Looking more deeply, acquired language in conversation, by Krashen’s definition, 

would have to be unconsciously internalized. No attention would be paid to the new language in 

the conversation. If, however, the speakers took time to acknowledge the new language and 

analyze its use and rules, this could be a case of conscious “learning”. 

Another hypothesis within the Monitor model states that this consciously learned 

linguistic information, and only that which is consciously learned, is stored within the Monitor. 

The Monitor “edit[s] the form of utterances already generated by linguistic information that has 

been acquired.” However, only “when there is a focus on accuracy, when there is enough time 

for the learner to ‘look up’ the information in the Monitor, and when the rule in question has in 

fact been learned” can the Monitor be used by the learner to do this (Tarone & Swierzbin, 2009, 

p.17).  This implies that when the learner is, for example, speaking in a situation which 

necessitates quick responses, their Monitor may not have time to check the accuracy of the forms 

they have learned within their speech before the utterance has been spoken. Therefore, even if a 
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form has been “learned”, a speaker may not use it correctly if they have internalized it through 

learning rather than acquisition.  

In analyzing my conversations with Trisha to find out whether bilingual conversations 

which focused on meaning rather than grammar practice provided learners with opportunities to 

learn an L2, Krashen would advise I look for examples of when I used more accurate language as 

provided by Trisha without having noticed the new or corrected language. Krashen would also 

argue that any times when corrective feedback was explicitly provided but I did not take it up 

was because I was not ready to unconsciously acquire it. Evidence for Krashen’s hypotheses 

would be supported by two types of instances in my conversations with Trisha:  

1) implicit input provided by Trisha which I had not used earlier in the conversation but 

used later  

2) explicit input that I did not take up at the time or use later in the conversation  

Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis 

Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis, on the other hand, claims that a learner cannot learn 

language without first noticing it. According to Schmidt’s hypothesis, language learners must 

“notice” - must be conscious of - new linguistic forms in order to be able to internalize them. 

Schmidt used the term “learn” where Krashen would have used “acquire”. Schmidt said learners 

may notice more forms than they learn, but they cannot learn linguistic forms without first 

noticing them; the awareness is required before learning can begin (Lightbown & Spada, 2013; 

Tarone & Swierzbin, 2009).  

Schmidt, then, would reckon that language exchange conversations would only lend 

themselves to second-language learning if the learners are noticing new linguistic forms. In 

direct contrast to Krashen, this hypothesis claims that unnoticed new language would not be 
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picked up unconsciously, and any new language provided to a learner which is used later by that 

learner must have been consciously noticed. This noticing could take a few different forms: 

“producing IL output, attending to L2 input, or in interactions with others who provide corrective 

feedback” (Tarone & Swierzbin, 2009). Some research has considered “uptake” as evidence of 

noticing but restricts uptake only to instances when the learner uses the new language in the very 

next turn (Lightbown & Spada, 2013).  

In analyzing my interactions with Trisha, then, Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis would be 

supported by instances when I, as learner, notice new language provided by Trisha, and then use 

it. For example, I could look for moments when I seem to notice corrective feedback given by 

Trisha, particularly cases where I produce uptake, using language which is new to me sometime 

in the conversation after Trisha has provided it.  

Sociocultural Theory  

Unlike the Monitor model or the Noticing Hypothesis, sociocultural theory emphasizes 

the interaction, the back-and-forth of conversation, which leads to language acquisition and 

learning. Vygotsky’s theory argues that cognitive development, including language development, 

occurs in the middle of social interaction. In sociocultural theory, thinking and speaking are not 

separated, cooperating functions; rather, thought and language production are enmeshed. As 

Lightbown and Spada (2013) explain, “Speaking (and writing) mediates thinking, which means 

that people can gain control over their mental processes as a consequence of internalizing what 

others say to them and what they say to others” (p. 118).  

Swain and Lantolf’s sociocultural theory, rooted in the work of Vygotsky, posits that 

language development is enabled by attention to language during social interactions. Their 

theory focuses on the role of scaffolding by interlocutors to help learners use and develop 
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language which is within what is called their zone of proximal development (ZPD), or range of 

language which they may not be able to produce on their own but which they can co-construct 

with support from an interlocutor. Scaffolding here means the collaborative assistance a 

conversation partner or other interlocutor provides a learner; just enough assistance for the 

learner to use a linguistic form they are in the process of acquiring. In sociocultural theory, it is 

vital that the learner is producing as much as they can before the assistance is provided. 

Scaffolding allows learners to produce language within their zone of proximal development 

(ZPD). For learning to be successful, the learner must be conscious of the linguistic forms they 

are using – or attempting to use – which the scaffolding is provided for (Tarone & Swierzbin, 

2009).  

More than the other hypotheses mentioned, the sociocultural theory emphasizes meaning-

making and co-constructing knowledge through interaction. Swain (2000) uses the term 

“collaborative dialogue” to denote “knowledge-building dialogue,” such as, with second 

language learners, the conversations in which language knowledge is co-constructed. 

Collaborative dialogue, Swain (2000) states, “is what allows performance to outstrip 

competence. It is where language use and language learning can co-occur. It is language use 

mediating language learning. It is cognitive activity and it is social activity” (p. 97). In 

sociocultural theory, language is a tool to develop and refine thinking. As Lightbown and Spada 

(2013) explain: “sociocultural theorists assume that the cognitive processes begin as an external 

socially mediated activity and eventually become internalized” (p. 119).  

Due to their shared focus on interaction, the sociocultural theory might be confused with 

the interaction hypothesis, but the two differ when it comes to the relationship between social 

interaction and cognitive processes. The interaction hypothesis stresses that interactions provide 
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the input which then stimulates the individual learner’s cognitive processes, with input ideally 

being just a bit beyond the learner’s current abilities. Sociocultural theory, however, focuses on 

how the interaction, how the dialogues themselves, lend themselves to co-construction of 

knowledge; it is during the social interaction and through the negotiation of language production 

that “people gain control of and reorganize their cognitive processes… as knowledge is 

internalized during social activity” (Lightbown & Spada, 2013, p.119).  

Therefore, according to sociocultural theory as put forth by Swain and Lantolf, language 

exchange conversations would foster acquisition if the dialogue is a tool for cognitive and 

language development. This could appear as examples of the learner being conscious of language 

forms that they are in the process of acquiring, and of their conversation partner providing 

scaffolding within their ZPD which the learner then seems to use to construct an utterance. For 

me and my language development in conversation with Trisha, sociocultural theory would have 

me look at examples of Trisha supporting me to express my meaning - that is, supporting me to 

express meaning rather than run grammar drills. I should also look for instances when Trisha and 

I co-construct knowledge of our languages.  

Identifying the Gap 

 Little research has been done regarding language learning between partners in language 

exchange programs who take an approach like the one Trisha and I have formed. There have 

been studies regarding various types of language exchanges, as well as satisfaction on language 

exchanges. There is also a study looking at repair and improvement in output among university 

learners participating in a voluntary, in-person language exchange program. But there is no 

research examining whether language learning takes place in an exchange situation like the one 
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Trisha and I create, one where adult learners meet face-to-face and speak in bilingual 

conversation that frequently, and seemingly unexpectedly, switches between our two languages. 

There is research on various modes of language exchange, from face-to-face (Voller & 

Pickard, 1996), to online exchanges (Acar & Kobayashi, 2011; Mullen, Appel, & Shanklin, 

2009), to commenting on Youtube (Benson, 2015). Voller and Pickard (1996) surveyed 

participants in a language exchange program in Hong Kong, compiling participant feedback and 

advice about what makes a language exchange successful. Their findings emphasized the 

importance of affective factors such as pairing partners that are well suited to one another. 

Respondents were dissatisfied with disorganized meetings, leading Voller and Pickard to advise 

more structured and regular language exchange meetings. A decade and a half later, however, 

another study concluded that evenly divided and structured language exchange is not the norm. 

In their survey of 25 users of a language exchange website, Acar and Kobayashi (2011) found 

that it was rare (12%) for partners to divide time evenly between the two languages, and that 

nearly a third of respondents believed that they switched between languages “randomly” (pp. 5-

6). These studies relied on participant responses and opinions, however, and did not gauge 

language learning. 

 There have also been studies looking at language exchanges between bilingual learners in 

the school setting, especially K-12 classrooms. Lavalle (2017) observed and collected student 

evaluations of a pilot lab activity designed for high school and post-secondary students, which 

involved language exchange between Spanish language learners and English language learners. 

Although this activity was aimed at improving non-academic language and teachers did not 

interfere with conversation, it was structured and facilitated by teachers. Findings showed that 

the lab activity was successful and that the students were open to this kind of peer-to-peer 
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language exchange and “interaction in genuine settings to facilitate genuine language without 

instructor control” (p. 30). Like the studies mentioned above, Lavalle also collected qualitative 

data through participant questionnaires, relying on participant opinions of the experience to 

measure its success. However, none of these studies examine the learning which may take place 

among adult peers who meet outside of academics to improve their language through 

conversational exchange.  

 Fernández-García and Martínez-Arbelaiz (2014) studied repair and the influence of 

Native Speaker (NS) interlocutors on output among language exchange partners at a university in 

Spain. Unlike the other studies mentioned, data was collected from recorded conversations of 

partners who had been meeting for language exchange for about a month. The participants were 

pairs of undergraduate English L1 speakers studying abroad in Spain and undergraduate Spanish 

L1 speakers. As with conversations between Trisha and I, “in these exchanges the role of learner 

[was] particularly fluid since it [was] alternatively played by the dyad members” (p. 102). The 

partners were both learner and expert, depending on the language spoken in each moment. 

Fernández-García and Martínez-Arbelaiz posited that “this shared identity as language learners 

allowed for a more equally distributed management of the conversation than that found in the 

classroom, with both the learner (the NNS) and the ‘expert’ (the NS) taking the lead in assigning 

the topic and focusing on form” (p. 102). Their research questions asked how, in the context of 

study abroad students in semi-informal conversations, native speakers attempted to help Spanish 

L2 learners improve their output, and which discourse moves were “successful at eliciting 

modified output” by the learners (p. 95). Results showed that, in contrast to classroom studies, 

the learners often actively sought improvement of their output during the conversations. They 

found that the native speakers and the learners both made attempts to develop the learner’s 
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production, and categorized the attempts into five types of discourse moves: Negotiation of 

Meaning, Recast, Lexical Assistance, Form Assistance, and Completion. They note that Lexical 

Assistance, Form Assistance, and Completion, though common in their data, were not much 

discussed in the literature. The most frequent move was Recasting by native speakers. The 

second most frequent was learners asking for Lexical Assistance; this was indicative of their 

finding that much of the improvement of learner output was learner-initiated. This “learner-

initiated feedback” which “played an important role in the interactions and led to a high level of 

successful uptake” may have been common due to the motivation among the university language 

exchange partners (p. 102).  

Fernández-García and Martínez-Arbelaiz (2014) acknowledged the potential influence of 

contextual factors on their study. Participants in their study were young adults – undergraduate 

students in university – who met in informal settings outside of class time, rather than elementary 

or secondary students in classroom studies. Like Trisha and I, they lived in the same city and 

attended the same university, enabling topics related to local events, customs, and culture to be 

relevant and engaging to both participants. They were speaking with language experts who were 

also peers, triggering a learning dynamic unlike that found in a traditional classroom. In addition, 

they chose to participate in a language exchange program, exhibiting interest in and implying 

motivation for language learning. Such circumstances of age, location, and environment likely 

impacted the discourse produced by language exchange pairs.  

Although much learned from these studies apply to me and Trisha, our exchanges bear 

characteristics they do not address. Like many of the respondents in Acar and Kobayashi (2011), 

Trisha and I switch languages seemingly randomly and we rarely have organized and evenly 

divided language exchange. Our conversations are bilingual in nature, and we regularly switch 
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between English and Chinese, often seemingly unexpectedly. None of this research states that 

participants used bilingual speech, rather, it is implied that they stayed in one language or 

another. As in Fernández-García and Martínez-Arbelaiz (2014), Trisha and I are peers, are 

alternately learner and expert, and are motivated learners who seek opportunities for developing 

our language. I expect both learner-initiated and native speaker-initiated moves for improvement 

would be found if sought for. Undoubtedly some of the language exchange conversations in the 

literature contained emotional topics or deep personal exchanges; however, I have found no 

studies that have examined whether learning takes place during them.  

Research Questions  

As noted above, the purpose of the Tandem Program is to help partners practice and learn 

each other’s language. But more evidence is needed to show whether and how opportunities for 

second language acquisition present themselves in such conversations, particularly when the 

partners are engaged in the actively bilingual and often emotional personal exchange that Trisha 

and I did. In this paper I address two research questions:  

(1) In bilingual conversation, including deep personal exchanges, between my language 

partner and myself, were there opportunities for me to learn Chinese? 

(2) When there were opportunities, did I take up and use the new Chinese? 

In each case, why/why not? 

By “opportunities to learn Chinese” I mean cases where language new to me was used by my 

partner Trisha, and possibly even explained. This includes moments when Trisha corrected my 

Chinese. By “uptake” I mean instances when I, as the learner, and attempted to use the new 

language.     

Methods 
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Participants 

The participants of this study include myself (the writer and researcher), and my language 

exchange partner, Trisha (a pseudonym). At the time of data collection, both of us were in our 

second year of graduate school at the University of Minnesota. Trisha was working on a master’s 

degree in public health, a field which exposed her to current social issues in the United States. 

She was born and raised in Taiwan with Mandarin Chinese as her primary language and English 

as a strong second. She had already learned the English alphabet before she began attending an 

after-school program to learn English around age eight. In junior high school, English became a 

regular school subject, and after that continued learning English via textbooks, articles, and 

preparation for standardized tests. Her first experience using English for daily life was when she 

came to the United States at age 26. I was in my second year of a master’s program in teaching 

English to speakers of other languages in higher education, in a department which also valued 

attention to social issues in the United States. I am a white female who was born and raised in 

Michigan, and first began to speak Mandarin while an exchange student in Taiwan at the age of 

18, just over 12 years before data collection for this study began. During my exchange I was 

immersed in the local language and culture, living with three host families over the course of an 

academic year and attending a vocational school in which few of my classmates felt comfortable 

using English. This formative experience exposed me to authentic day-to-day Chinese language 

use and local-grown Taiwanese vocabulary. I have since studied Mandarin formally and 

informally, and I lived in Taiwan once more for a year of intensive Chinese-as-a-second-

language study, seven years before data was collected for this study. When I signed up for the 

Tandem program, I was hoping for opportunities to practice Mandarin Chinese and for friendship 

with someone else familiar with the same cultures I connect most with. It is of note that I did not 
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expect to learn a lot of new Chinese, rather, I wanted to maintain my Chinese abilities because I 

was worried that I would lose it if I did not use it. While it is my second strongest language, 

Trisha’s English is far stronger than my Mandarin, and Trisha used both English and Chinese on 

a regular basis during her graduate school life. For example, she spoke Chinese with her 

roommate but English with most of her classmates and coworkers. During data collection, I 

rarely used Chinese outside of my interactions with Trisha; however, a few months before data 

collection I had spent several weeks in Taiwan and mainland China.  

Trisha and I had been language exchange partners for over a year at the time of data 

collection, though our busy schedules kept us from meeting often. Despite this, our conversations 

were always rich and engaging, as we had shared interests and curiosity in language, culture, and 

social justice, and comparable experiences having moved to Minnesota to start graduate school at 

the same time. Our interactions rarely found themselves limited to one language, as is the point 

in any language exchange program, and we often incorporated both languages within one 

conversation. Although in the past we tried to equally divide our time into speaking English and 

speaking Chinese, in practice we were more likely to slide between the two. It is my impression 

that our English usage seems to become more prevalent as a discussion gets deeper or becomes 

more intense.  

 As both the researcher and a participant, I find myself in a unique position. I chose this 

position so that I might reflect on my own thoughts and observations on my language production.  

Data Collection  

Data were collected in mid-November 2017, when Trisha and I met with the dual 

purposes of catching up and audio-recording our bilingual conversation style for a project for my 
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graduate class. As finding the time to meet and chat was rare, when we did manage to spend time 

together, we found ourselves talking non-stop for hours on end. This was the case on the day of 

recording; we spent nearly five hours chatting that day and recorded almost an hour worth of 

consecutive conversation. I began recording on my laptop using the program Audacity 

approximately an hour after we met up, once we found an informal, relaxed public setting to sit 

down in, and acquired a bubble milk tea each.  We chose to do the recording in a space on 

campus which is used for meet-ups and for studying. Although there was music playing and 

ambient chatter, we were able to hear each other clearly, while also feeling we had enough 

privacy to be comfortable. Before beginning recording the conversation, I did test that the 

recording made with the microphone built into my laptop picked up our voices clearly enough 

from where we chose to sit. After completing the recording, I converted the sound file into an 

MP3 to listen to while analyzing.  

Once the recording began, I was, at first, hyper-aware of being recorded. I emphasized 

that although I wanted to start in Chinese and I wanted to try to use Chinese when I could, we 

were free to use whatever language we wanted, free to switch whenever we wanted, like we 

usually do. To make this hyper-aware awkwardness as minimal as possible and to prompt us to 

speak on a variety of fairly normal-for-us topics, I had prepared daily-life topic suggestions and a 

few questions about our academic studies (see Appendix A). I handed these over to Trisha so she 

could act as interviewer, not only since I saw myself as the main research subject, but also to 

give her some power and equality in the situation. Quickly we found ourselves in lively 

conversation as usual. My hyper-awareness of being recorded faded, yet there certainly is still 

risk that my language use was altered by my consciousness of being recorded. For example, we 
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may have reverted back to using Mandarin Chinese more often because the recording held me 

accountable for practicing my second language.  

After creating the recording, I kept Trisha updated on my study and asked her follow-up 

questions about our conversation. These informal interviews and member-checking, sometimes 

in spoken, unrecorded conversation and sometimes texting on our phones, informed my 

hypotheses and research as I dug deeper. I asked Trisha questions such as why she thought we 

switched between languages so often in our conversations, or what factors she thought led us to 

have such positive interactions and meaningful dialogue. 

Data Analysis 

I selected a section of our conversation to transcribe and analyze that was both 

emotionally charged and typical of conversations between Trisha and I; I wanted a segment 

where our language use would be focused primarily on exchange of meaning, and not on 

practicing accurate language forms. I chose a segment approximately seven minutes long in 

which the topics of race, coloniality, and systemic issues were raised while talking about a 

course I was enrolled in at the time. This excerpt began in minute 44 of the recording, when we 

had had time to get used to being recorded, although attention is drawn to the time and the 

recording at the beginning of the segment.  

This excerpt was emotionally charged because it was such a deep topic and one that I was 

still struggling to wrap my mind around even as I tried to talk about it. In other parts of the 

recording I mainly struggled for tangible vocabulary, such as candles or phone apps; in this 

segment I struggled for conceptual words such as power and colonization. In this part of the 

conversation I was speaking about complex concepts; I was trying to share with Trisha things 

I've learned that started to change my world view. I was trying to explain something that I still 
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don’t fully understand and barely had words for in English let alone Chinese.  

I had previously transcribed another segment of this recording, approximately three-and-

a-half minutes long, which I also considered using, but it did not contain many clear 

opportunities for learning of new Chinese for me. There may have been one or two terms used in 

Chinese that were new to me but Trisha and I were both so focused on the discussion we were 

having that they were paid no heed, and I feel so comfortable with those terms now (nearly 2 

years later) that I cannot recall properly if I knew them then or not. Similarly, there may have 

been moments when I used English and could have asked for help expressing myself in Chinese, 

but I was so caught up in sharing my thoughts with Trisha that I disregarded any potential 

opportunity for learning and expressed myself with whatever words lent themselves to me more 

easily.  

After recording the conversation and converting it to an MP3 file, I transcribed the 

selected excerpt of the conversation. To transcribe, I listened to the audio file a few seconds at a 

time and typed up the transcript in traditional Chinese characters, then go back and listen while 

reading the transcript to check my transcription. I chose traditional Chinese characters as I feel 

more comfortable with traditional Chinese characters than simplified Chinese and derive more 

meaning from them than from using the pinyin alphabet. Many common characters I easily 

entered using the Zhuyin alphabet - also known as Bopomofo - keyboard installed on my 

computer. However, as I am far more comfortable with spoken Chinese than written Chinese, 

and considering the nature of the conversation, I often was unsure of or simply did not know the 

correct Chinese characters for the words Trisha and I spoke in the recording. In these instances, I 

generally used Google Translate, translating from pinyin to traditional Chinese characters. In 

most cases I recognized the characters I wanted, but when I did not, I took the extra step of 
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checking by translating the characters to English either through Google Translate or the Perapera 

Chinese Popup Dictionary Google Chrome browser extension. Google Translate certainly has 

drawbacks, but I found that using it with caution was the most efficient way for me to accurately 

transcribe the conversation. Once I had completed a draft of the transcription and translation, I 

sent it along to Trisha to review. She corrected my transcription of a few words she had spoken 

that I had not heard clearly, and I made the necessary edits to the transcription and translation.  

As I transcribed, I also translated into English. Generally, I would transcribe in chunks of 

several lines and then go back to add the English translation. I translated with little assistance 

from native speakers or tools; when I felt unsure, I would check how Google Translate or 

Perapera would define or translate a term.  

The transcript, including translations to English, can be found in Appendix B. I labeled 

the lines with numbers in parentheses and wrote the name of the speaker before their utterance.  I 

used a single left bracket ( [ ) in each speaker’s line to indicate when overlapping speech begins; 

for example in lines 9 and 10:  

(9)  Trisha: Ok. [whoa- 

(10) Ellisa: [haha 很長的名字 

haha very long name 

The English translation of speech in Mandarin Chinese is written underneath the Chinese 

characters and has been italicized to differentiate it from speech uttered in English. In a few 

instances the utterance is unintelligible or unclear in the recording; in these cases, I have written 

(indistinct) to indicate that an utterance is spoken but the words could not be made out. 

Nonverbals, including laughter, are indicated in parentheses, as well as, in one case, a long 

pause.  
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After this, I identified exchanges that provided me with opportunities to learn Chinese, 

particularly those instances in which I made an effort to take up the new language.  Criteria for 

this selection included cases of my partner, Trisha, correcting my Chinese or providing me with 

Chinese that was new to me. It also included instances of Trisha using Chinese I was unfamiliar 

with, or instances when I switch into English rather than attempt to express myself in Chinese. A 

handful of notable cases occurred when I got stuck and had to ask Trisha for the Chinese I 

needed to complete my thought. For example, one of the opportunities for learning I identified 

focused on a Chinese measure word, a grammatical feature that does not have an English 

equivalent. In places where measure words are key to understanding the conversation – or my 

errors and mistakes in the conversation – but would not exist in English, I annotated the 

transcript indicating the sound of the measure word in parentheses where it would fit in the 

English translation. For example, ‘one book’ is written 一本書/yi ben shu in Chinese and has the 

measure word of 本/ben. To clarify the measure word in the English translation, I would write 

one (ben) book.  

Based on these criteria, to answer my first research question I identified several 

opportunities, including four explicitly discussed opportunities, in the transcript for me to learn 

Chinese from minute 44 to minute 51. There were a handful of implicit opportunities, including 

times when I chose English instead of asking my partner to teach me how to express my thoughts 

in Chinese, or when Trisha used a term I was unfamiliar with but I don’t acknowledge it. The 

four explicit learning opportunities occur when Trisha interjects a correction (tang), supplies a 

term I want to know (power) or say I don’t know (colonial), and when a misunderstanding 

occurs (bā bu dé). In these four cases the opportunity to learn was explicit in that there was some 

sort of explanation, correction, or appeal for help. The first correction (the use of tang) in this 
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excerpt (44:29 to 44:55) was not the first time that term had come up in our recorded 

conversation, so I went back and transcribed every time it came up throughout the recording. 

Therefore, in addition to the core seven-minute excerpt, I also transcribed and translated 18:45 to 

19:35, 23:46 to 25:46, and 30:10 to 30:18. These three short excerpts outside the core seven-

minute excerpt contain opportunities spurred by my asking for help with a word, Trisha 

recognizing my struggle to recall a word, or my using the wrong word with a rising, uncertain 

tone (these were all tang).  

Next I sought to answer my second research question: ‘When there were opportunities, 

was there uptake of the new Chinese?’ ‘Uptake’ in this instance means that I, as a learner, 

attempted to use the new language. I examined my language production in the transcript, both in 

the immediately following turn, as well as in later turns occurring after the precise language 

learning opportunity, to see whether I took up the input Trisha had provided. I also considered 

reasons why I did or did not take up Trisha’s input. 

Finally, I attempted to identify the reasons why I did or did not take up the new Chinese 

in each case. To do so, I reviewed the transcript and recording while recalling the conversation, 

in the context of the time and relationship.  

Results 

RQ1: In this excerpt of bilingual conversation, including deep personal exchanges, between 

my language partner and myself, were there opportunities for me to learn Chinese? 

In the seven-minute excerpt, there were several opportunities for me to learn Chinese. I 

found four opportunities for me to learn which were noted and commented on by the speakers. 

There were also a few opportunities which were not acknowledged as such by the speakers.  

In this excerpt, there was only one instance of Trisha using a word I was unfamiliar with 
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and no attention was drawn to it: in line 162 Trisha used the word ‘訝異/yàyì (surprised)’, and 

the opportunity for me to learn this term goes unnoticed and neither of us used the term in the 

rest of the excerpt: 

(161) Trisha: 你可以舉個例子嗎？ 就是 就是舉一個例子說 你的哪- 

Can you give an example? Just…just give an example saying…your w- 

(162)  哪一件事讓你很訝異?   就說 

Which part/thing makes you very surprised? Just say-  

(163)  Can you just give- give me an example that how- how you- 

 

 Opportunities not taken up also include those in which I could have asked Trisha to 

teach me the Chinese word for something I want to say. This happened a few times later in the 

transcript when I was speaking mostly in Chinese, but switched to English for some words and 

did not express to Trisha any curiosity or interest in learning the Chinese for them, such as the 

phrase ‘feminist issues’ in line 201: 

(201) Ellisa: so, 就-還有, 讓我-讓我想到那個, um, feminist, like, issues, too. 

so, just- also, makes me- It makes me think of, um, feminist, like, issues, 

too. 

By the end of this excerpt I have switched entirely to using English to express my thoughts. 

There are several words and expressions I used in English during this time that I did not know 

the Chinese equivalents for, but I did not take the opportunity to ask Trisha how to express my 

sentiments in Chinese.  

The first noticed opportunity to learn Chinese, in minute 44, is the measure word 堂/tang 
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with the noun 課/ke, which means course or class. In this excerpt I used the wrong measure word 

- 條/tiao – and Trisha corrected me and then we discussed the two measure words.  

Example 1: Tang Ke (44:29 – 44:55)  

(87) Ellisa: Oh! 我的- 我的- um- 剛剛說的那條課 的- 

Oh! My-My-um-that (tiao) class I just mentioned 

(I use the wrong measure word for class, saying ‘tiao’ instead of ‘tang’) 

(88) Trisha: (with emphasis) 堂. Haha okay okay 

  TANG. 

(89) Ellisa: 那堂課! 我一直說 條! 

That (tang) class! I keep saying ‘tiao’! 

(90) Trisha: Do you know what— 

(91) Ellisa: 一條褲子! 

A pair of pants! (tiao is also the measure word for pants) 

(92) Trisha: hehehe, 我一直想 ‘一條狗’ haha 

 I keep thinking ‘a dog’ (tiao is also the measure word for dog) 

(93) Ellisa: 一… what’s 狗? 

One… what’s dog (goh)? 

(94) Trisha: 狗. Dog. 

Dog (goh).  
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(95) Ellisa: 一條狗.  

One (tiao) dog. 

(96) Trisha:  一條狗.  

One (tiao) dog. 

(97) Ellisa: I thought it was 一隻狗 

  one (zhi) dog (with zhi as a measure word)  

(98) Trisha: 一隻狗, yeah, that – sometimes we will use 條.  

one (zhi) dog    ‘tiao’.  

(99)  Like, y’know, like 一條香腸--- 

                              one (tiao) sausage— 

(100) Ellisa: 一堂課.  

One (tang) class  

(101) Trisha: (laughing) 一堂課 

 One (tang) class 

(102) Ellisa: 我剛剛說的那堂課— 

That (tang) class I just mentioned— 

Although this is the first opportunity for me to learn Chinese in this seven-minute 

excerpt, it is not the first opportunity in the recording for me to learn that 堂/tang is the measure 

word for the noun 課/ke. Other opportunities occurred in 18:45 to 19:35, 23:46 to 25:46, and 

30:10 to 30:18. Within this opportunity is embedded another: although I was familiar with the 
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measure word 條/tiao and the word for dog, it was at this time that Trisha taught me that they can 

be used together. In line 95 I tried it out myself, saying “一條狗/One (tiao) dog.”  

The second opportunity for me to learn Chinese during this excerpt involved the Chinese 

phrase 巴不得/ bā bu dé. This opportunity was the result of Trisha mishearing me, and then her 

explaining to me what she had thought I had said.   

Example 2: Bā Bu Dé (45:08 – 45:30) 

(108) Ellisa:  把我的— 

Makes my – (pronounced Ba wo de) 

(109) Trisha: 巴不得? WOW! Tha- 

(Bā bu dé)? 

(110) Ellisa: Huh?  

(111) Trisha: Did you just say 巴不得? 

  (bā bu dé) 

(112) Ellisa: No,  

(Trisha starts laughing)  

(113)  wait, what does that mean? 

(114) Trisha: 巴不得…like, um, … lemme think, lemme think, 巴不得… I wish. I 

wish.  

(Bā bu dé)     (Bā bu dé) 

(Both laugh) 
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(115) Trisha: Yeah. … I wish whole world, know this class. 

(116) Ellisa: [Oh.  

(117) Trisha: [巴不得全世界人都知道這堂課 

(Bā bu dé/I wish that) everyone in the world knows this class. 

(118) Ellisa: I mean,- 

(119) Trisha: Yeah? 

(120) Ellisa: Yeah.  

(Both laugh)  

 The third opportunity for me to learn Chinese is in minute 46 when I could not recall, and 

in fact, did not know the word for ‘power’ that I want to use. I said the word ‘power’ in English, 

in a questioning tone, to which Trisha offered the term 權力/quánlì, which means power or 

authority. 

 Example 3: Quán Lì/Power (46:29 – 46: 45)   

(139) Ellisa: I mean, 有人是亞洲人, 有黑人, 有… 

I mean, there are Asian people, are black people, are--- 

(140)  但是誰有那個 ya-不是-有力, 有 power?  

but who has that-(searching for word) ya.. no, has force, has power?  

(141) Trisha: 權力 

Power/authority 
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(142) Ellisa: 權力. 是白人. 然後我們的想法都是白人的想法--   

Power. -are white people. And then our ideas/thinking are all white 

people’s ideas- 

The fourth opportunity for me to learn Chinese in this excerpt is in minute 48 when 

Trisha provided me with a new term: 殖民 /zhí mín, which means colonial or colony. I began to 

admit that I did not know how to express what I was saying in Chinese, so Trisha took that as 

invitation to give me a new word. 

Example 4: Zhí Mín/Colonial (48:12 – 48:52)  

(167) Ellisa: just-just like realizing that everyth- almost everything that I’m going to 

think  

(168)  is going to be in-influenced by…whiteness. And not-- and I don’t know 

how to 

(169)  say this in Chi- like the, like, colonized. Like- 

(170) Trisha: Ah, 殖民嗎 

Ah, colonial/colony? (pronounced zhí mín mȧ) 

(171) Ellisa: 殖民嗎 

Colonial? (zhí mín mȧ) 

(172) Trisha: 殖民. 殖民.  

Colonial. Colonial.  (Zhí mín. Zhí mín.)  
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(173) Ellisa: 殖民. Like…that…and because like I belong to the population that was the 

Colonial (zhí mín) 

(174)  colonizer and …was the group in power, like I don’t even recognize times 

where I  

(175)  might be …I dunno…benefitting? And, or, even like, um, (clicks)  

(176)  I forgot the English word too 

(177) Trisha: ahahahahahahaha  

RQ2: When there were opportunities, did I take up and use the new Chinese? 

In each case, why/why not? 

Of the opportunities for learning in this seven-minute excerpt, some new Chinese was 

taken up and some passed by without uptake. By uptake I do not mean retention or acquisition, 

but rather that there was an attempt made to use the new language. In the case of 堂課/tang ke, I 

created the first opportunity for uptake by asking Trisha for a word. Several opportunities to 

attempt to use the new word follow throughout the recorded conversation. In two of the other 

examples I asked for help from Trisha less directly, but still acknowledging a lack of vocabulary 

and creating an opportunity for learning. Interestingly, of these four the one in which I did not 

demonstrate uptake is the one I did not intentionally create an opening for.  

First Explicit Opportunity for Learning: Tang Ke  

In Chinese, nouns have a measure word that goes between the number spoken about and 

the noun itself. Measure words exist in English as units (ex: a glass of water vs a bottle of water) 

but in Chinese they seem to be required whenever a noun is used in a countable way.  In this 
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conversation, I realized I didn’t know the measure word for the noun 課/ke, which means course, 

class, or lesson. I have found and transcribed all instances in the hour-long recording when we 

used 課/ke with a measure word. 

 I first realized I did not know the measure word I needed in minute 18, stopping my 

speech in Chinese to exclaim in English and ask my partner for help. In line 5 she provided me 

with the measure word 堂/tang, which in line 6 I immediately repeated in “我有一堂課”/I have 

one (tang) class, and then tried to use again shortly after:  

Tang Excerpt 1: Minutes 18:45 – 19:35 

 (1) Ellisa: …我現在上一 b-…一…eh? I forgot how to- the measure word for class!  

…Now I’m taking one b-…one… 

(2)  一...What’s the measure word for class? 一 – 

one…     one- 

(3) Trisha: Measure? 

(4) Ellisa: Measure word. 就是一什麼 [課 

Just one something [class 

(5) Trisha: [哦, 一堂課. [一堂課 

Oh, one (tang) class. [One (tang) class.  

(6) Ellisa: [一堂課. Um, 我有一堂課是 Indigenous Language Revitalization- 

One (tang) class. Um, I have one (tang) class, it’s  

(7) Trisha: mmhmm 
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(8) Ellisa: -And Activist Research Methods- 

(9)  Trisha: Ok. [whoa- 

(10) Ellisa: [haha 很長的名字 

haha very long name 

(11) Trisha: ye-ah 

(12) Ellisa: 但是 uh 就 um 一, 每個, 每個禮拜就有 [一 

But uh just um one, every, every week has [one 

(13) Trisha: [一堂 

[one (tang) 

(14) Ellisa: 一堂…課? 

one (tang)…class?  

(15) Trisha: 一堂課 

one (tang) class 

(16) Ellisa: 一堂課, [然後- 

one (tang) class, [and then 

(17) Trisha: [one hour? One hour?  

(18) Ellisa: 沒有-  

No- 

(19) Trisha: Two-? 
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(20) Ellisa: s-三…兩… 我忘了. Uh 四點四十分到七點二十分 

th-three…two…I forgot. Uh Four forty to seven twenty  

(21) Trisha: ohhhh  

However, by minute 23 I had already forgotten the measure word for 課/ke. I tried to 

recall on my own, but instead of recalling 堂/tang, I said the word 本/ben. 本/Ben is a measure 

word, but the measure word for books. Interestingly, when combined with 課/ke in the form 課

本/ke ben, it means textbook or lesson book; I may have recalled the affiliation they have with 

each other, and/or the fact that 本/ben is a measure word for other nouns and that may have 

caused it to jump to my lips, but my intonation as well as my immediate rejection of the term 

show uncertainty. Trisha then took the time to talk with me more about the measure words for 

class, explaining in line 31 “那堂課或者那門課，都可以” /That (tang) class or that (men) 

class, they’re both okay. With two potential measure words for 課/ke available – either 門/men 

or 堂/tang, I asked Trisha if there is a difference, citing the different meanings ‘class’ can have in 

English. She concluded that they’re the same, as long as one is using a unit with the word 課/ke 

(class). It also became clear that, just as in English, 課/ke (class) can be countable or 

uncountable, such as “I have a class” or “I need to go to class”.  We ended the discussion with 

Trisha exclaiming she didn’t know, and I laughed and assured her it was okay because she’s not 

a Chinese teacher.  

Tang Excerpt 2: minutes 23:46 – 25:46 

(22)  Ellisa: 其實-可能我 um 我的… (2 seconds pause) …誒啊 (snaps twice)  

Actually- possibly I um my … … ey ah  
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(23)  我的 um 那本…課? 課? 不[是- 

My um that (ben)…class? Class? No-  

(24) Trisha: [課本？ 

Textbook? 

(25) Ellisa: 沒有-[那- 

No- [that- 

(26) Trisha: [那堂課 

That (tang) class 

(27) Ellisa: 堂課! (exasperated:)誒啊! 那堂課 [需要寫報告- 

(Tang) class! Ay-yah! That (tang) class [has a required paper- 

(28) Trisha: [(indistinguishable)  

(29) Ellisa: eh? 

(30) Trisha: I was just like- wait-uh- what’s it called, like, random thought. I’m just 

saying, 

(31)  so- 你用, 說, 那堂課或者那門課，都可以 

    - you can use, say, that (tang) class or that (men) class, they’re both ok  

(32) Ellisa: 有不一樣的意思嗎? 

Do they have different meanings? 
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(33) Trisha: 我覺得… 

I think… 

(34) Ellisa: ‘Cuz, I mean, in English you can say like, ‘my class’ and you mean like 

the people 

(35)  in the class? 

(36) Trisha: Yeah, yeah- 

(37) Ellisa: or you can say ‘I have a class [in a minute’ and that means like, that day, 

but then 

(38)  you also can say like ‘I’m taking a class’ and it means like the whole 

semester 

(39) Trisha: [Right, yeah…uh huh… yeah… uh huh… a class 

(40)  Yeah. But- I think, Chinese, p-p- probably, um, 我, 我有一堂課 

      I, I have one (tang) class 

(41) Ellisa: 嗯 

Mm 

(42) Trisha: 我有一門課 

I have one (men) class 

(43) Ellisa: 都- 

Both- 
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(44) Trisha: 都可以 我覺得 我都來講  

Both are ok. I think, I say both.  

(45)  我要-你-我要去教那一, 那一, 哦  

I’m gonna- you- I’m going to teach that, that, oh. 

(46)  我要去教那一堂課. 我要去教那一門課. 我覺得都可以, 誒 

I’m going to teach that (tang) class. I’m going to teach that (men) class. I 

think they’re both okay.  

(both laugh) 

(47) Trisha: 對我來講, 我兩個都 [可以接受 

For me, I’ll say both [are acceptable 

(48) Ellisa: [就你-你-  

You just-you 

(49)  你會說 ‘這個學期我 [有- 

You say ‘this semester I [have- 

(50) Trisha: [有幾堂課 

[have some (tang) classes 

(51) Ellisa: 我有[幾堂課, 幾- 

I have some (tang) classes, some- 

(52) Trisha: [我有幾門課, 幾門 

[I have some (men) classes, some (men) 
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(53)  我也可以講說 ‘這個學期我有幾門課’ 

I also will say ‘this semester I have some (men) classes’ 

(54) Ellisa: 哦 

Oh 

(55) Trisha: 嗯 

Mm 

(56) Ellisa: 我等一下又去上課 

In a bit I have class again 

(57) Trisha: 哦, 對但是 哦但是好像你剛剛說的 ‘我等一下要去’ -  

Oh, right but…oh but it seems what you just said ‘In a bit I want to go’-  

(58)  ‘我等一下有一堂課要去上’  

‘In a bit I have one (tang) class I have to go to’ 

(59) Ellisa: ugh, 比較長! 

ugh, it’s longer! 

(60) Trisha: 不不不 once again- 

no, no, no 

(61) Ellisa: 就- 我覺得-我剛剛說的是 ‘我等一下要去[上課’ 

Just-I feel-what I just said was ‘in a bit I want to go [to class’ 
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(62) Trisha: [上課.  

[to class. 

(63)  對. 這樣子是 correct.  

Right. This way is correct.  

(64) Ellisa: 也可以,但是有- 有一點不一樣的意思嗎 

It’s also okay, but has-has a little different meaning? 

(65) Trisha: 不-沒有 

N-nope 

(66) Ellisa: 沒有? 

No? 

(67) Trisha: 就是它-它就是有-有- 哪一個, what’s it called 那一個 unit, or not.  

Just it-it just has-has-which one, what’s it called that one unit, or not 

(68) Ellisa: oh, 

(69) Trisha: ‘我要去上課’ 沒有[unit.  

‘I want to go to class’ doesn’t have a unit 

(70) Ellisa: [去上- yeah.  

go to- yeah 

(71) Trisha: 對. 

Right 
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(72) Both (overlapping, unclear who is saying what): 就是-去上-就是-對- 

Just-go to-just-right… 

(73) Trisha: 對啊. 可以加, 也可以不加… 我不知道！ 

Right. You can add it, or not add it. … I don’t know! 

(both laughing) 

(74) Ellisa: 沒關係, 沒關係！你不是中文老師!  

It’s okay, it’s okay! You’re not a Chinese teacher! 

(more laughing)  

Less than five minutes later I used the word 課/ke (class), and once again struggled to 

remember the correct measure word. I started by using the measure word 個/ge, which was 

taught to me in Chinese class as a sort of catch-all measure word. In an attempt to correct myself 

I used another inappropriate measure word, 條/tiao, possibly brought to mind as it is a measure 

word beginning with the same consonant sound. Trisha corrected me and I repeated after her, 

then continued my story. 

Tang Excerpt 3: minute 30:10 – 30:18  

 (75) Ellisa: 他有另外一個-條- 課 是, [um,  

He had one other(ge)- (tiao) class was, [um, 

(76) Trisha: [一堂課 

one (tang) class 
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(77) Ellisa: 一堂! 對不起. 一堂課 

One (tang)! Sorry. One (tang) class 

(78) Trisha: uh huh (laughing)  

The next excerpt is from the same portion of the recorded conversation as the other three 

opportunities; in it, Trisha corrected me because I once again used the wrong measure word for 

課/ke. I laughed and acknowledged my problem – that I kept saying the measure word 條/tiao 

instead of 堂/tang. She laughingly told me what she I brought to mind when I said the wrong 

word. Compared to earlier corrections, when she just quickly offered the correct word for me to 

repeat, this is much more explicit. After acknowledging other measure words, I repeated the 

correct phrase “一堂課/yi tang ke” and then continued my answer to her question while utilizing 

the correct phrase: 我剛剛說的那堂課/That(tang) class I just mentioned. 

Excerpt A from Example 1: Minutes 44:29 - 44:55  

(87) Ellisa: Oh! 我的- 我的- um- 剛剛說的那條課 的- 

Oh! My-My-um-that (tiao) class I just mentioned 

(I use the wrong measure word for class, saying ‘tiao’ instead of ‘tang’) 

(88) Trisha: (with emphasis) 堂(TANG). Haha okay okay 

(89) Ellisa: 那堂課! 我一直說 條! 

That (tang) class! I keep saying ‘tiao’! 

(90) Trisha: Do you know what— 
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(91) Ellisa: 一條褲子! 

A pair of pants! (tiao is also the measure word for pants) 

(92) Trisha: hehehe, 我一直想 ‘一條狗’ haha 

 I keep thinking ‘a dog’ (tiao is also the measure word for dog) 

(93) Ellisa: 一… what’s 狗? 

One… what’s dog (goh)? 

(94) Trisha: 狗. Dog. 

Dog (goh).  

(95) Ellisa: 一條狗.  

One (tiao) dog. 

(96) Trisha:  一條狗.  

One (tiao)dog. 

(97) Ellisa: I thought it was 一隻狗 

  one (zhi) dog (with zhi as a measure word)  

(98) Trisha: 一隻狗, yeah, that – sometimes we will use 條.  

one (zhi) dog    ‘tiao’.  

(99)  Like, y’know, like 一條香腸 –   

                              one (tiao)sausage— 
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(100) Ellisa: 一堂課.  

One (tang) class  

(101) Trisha: (laughing) 一堂課 

 One (tang) class 

(102) Ellisa: 我剛剛說的那堂課— 

That (tang) class I just mentioned— 

I used the correct measure word again a half a minute later in line 122; however, it may 

be of note that Trisha used the term just seconds before I used it: 

Excerpt B from Example 1: 45:25 – 45:30 

(117) Trisha: [巴不得全世界人都知道這堂課 

(Bā bu dé/I wish that) everyone in the world knows this (tang) class. 

(118) Ellisa: I mean,- 

(119) Trisha: Yeah? 

(120) Ellisa: Yeah.  

(Both laugh) 

(121) Ellisa: No, uh, I …  

(122) Ellisa: (…) I was gonna say, the… 那堂課把我的…什麼, like, world-view? 

just... 
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(…) I was gonna say, the… that (tang) class makes my…what, like, world-

view? just… 

The measure word 堂/tang with the noun 課/ke comes up several times throughout the 

recorded conversation, and although I seemed to struggle to retain this new language, I did 

attempt to use it many times. Therefore, there is sufficient evidence in the data that I took up the 

new language from these opportunities.  

Second Explicit Opportunity for Learning: Bā Bu Dé 

In between two uses of tang ke, Trisha introduced a new phrase to me, due to her 

mishearing what I had said. I was trying to say ‘ba wo de’, which means ‘makes my’, but Trisha 

misheard me; this led her to explain to me the phrase ‘bā bu dé’, which was what she thought I 

had said. She explained the meaning, before giving me an example in use. 

Example 2: Bā Bu Dé (45:08 – 45:30) 

(108) Ellisa:  把我的— 

Makes my – (pronounced Ba wo de) 

(109) Trisha: 巴不得? WOW! Tha- 

(Bā bu dé)? 

(110) Ellisa: Huh?  

(111) Trisha: Did you just say 巴不得? 

  (bā bu dé) 

(112) Ellisa: No,  
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(Trisha starts laughing)  

(113)  wait, what does that mean? 

(114) Trisha: 巴不得…like, um, … lemme think, lemme think, 巴不得… I wish. I 

wish.  

(Bā bu dé)     (bā bu dé) 

(Both laugh) 

(115) Trisha: Yeah. … I wish whole world, know this class. 

(116) Ellisa: [Oh.  

(117) Trisha: [巴不得全世界人都知道這堂課 

(Bā bu dé/I wish that) everyone in the world knows this class. 

(118) Ellisa: I mean,- 

(119) Trisha: Yeah? 

(120) Ellisa: Yeah.  

(Both laugh) 

Although I noticed the new phrase, and asked Trisha what it meant in line 113, I did not 

even attempt to say it. Trisha explained “bā bu dé” to me, and used it in a sentence I found 

relevant, but it does not come up again in the recording and I never repeated the phrase or used it 

myself. Despite noticing the new phrase, without attempting to use it I let the opportunity for 

uptake pass by. 

Third Explicit Opportunity for Learning: Quán Lì 
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 In this excerpt, I was searching for a word meaning ‘power’ in Chinese. I stumbled with 

the sound “ya”, perhaps grasping for the word 壓力/yā lì/pressure, because it is linked with the 

力/lì I did want to use. I realized I did not mean pressure, so I broke off and instead I said the 

word ‘power’ in English, with a rising, questioning inflection, to which Trisha offered the term 

權力/quánlì. 

 Example 3: Quán Lì/Power (46:29 – 46: 45)   

(139) Ellisa: I mean, 有人是亞洲人, 有黑人, 有… 

I mean, there are Asian people, are black people, are--- 

(140)  但是誰有那個 ya-不是-有力, 有 power?  

but who has that-(searching for word) ya.. no, has force, has power?  

(141) Trisha: 權力 

Power/authority 

(142) Ellisa: 權力. 是白人. 然後我們的想法都是白人的想法--   

Power. -are white people. And then our ideas/thinking are all white 

people’s ideas- 

 I used the term ‘權力/quánlì’ just this once in line 142, immediately repeating Trisha’s 

offering in line 141. By doing so I showed uptake. Later in the conversation there are other 

opportunities for us to continue to use this new term, but neither of us used, or attempted to use, 

it again in the conversation. When I mentioned power later, it was in English and surrounded by 

English; in lines 173 through 175 I mused “because like, I belong to the population that was the / 
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colonizer and … was the group in power, like, I don’t even recognize times where I / might 

be … I dunno… benefitting?”   

Fourth Explicit Opportunity for Learning: Zhí Mín 

In this excerpt, I implied that I lacked the knowledge to express my thoughts in Chinese and 

so Trisha provided me with a new vocabulary word which means colonial or colony: 殖民 

/zhímín. I acknowledged the word and repeated it once, meaning I showed uptake in this one 

instance, although I did not incorporate it in a relevant sentence and, in fact, switched back into 

English to expand on my thoughts immediately after correctly repeating the term.  

Excerpt from Example 4: Zhí Mín/Colonial (48:12 – 48:52)  

 (168) Ellisa: [...] And not-- and I don’t know how to 

(169)  say this in Chi- like the, like, colonized. Like- 

(170) Trisha: Ah, 殖民嗎 

Ah, colonial/colony? (pronounced zhí mín mȧ) 

(171) Ellisa: 殖民嗎 

Colonial? (zhí mín mȧ) 

(172) Trisha: 殖民. 殖民.  

Colonial. Colonial.  (Zhí mín. Zhí mín.)  

(173) Ellisa: 殖民. Like…that…and because like I belong to the population that was the 

Colonial (zhí mín) 

(174)  colonizer and …was the group in power, […] 
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I noticed and repeated the new term, taking up the opportunity for learning. Although I 

may have recognized the 民 (mín) morpheme, which means people, and repeated it immediately 

after, my tone in the recording implies uncertainty.  

Approximately a minute later in line 199, I let another opportunity for learning – and for 

using the new term for colonizing, 殖民 /zhímín – pass me by, as I did not attempt to use this 

new term again. Instead, I inserted the English word ‘colonizing’ into an otherwise Chinese 

sentence: 

 (198) Trisha: uh-huh 

(199) Ellisa: 這個剛剛說的那個 colonizing [想法 

This colonizing thinking just spoken of 

Determining why I did or did not take up the new Chinese in each of the instances 

described above requires examination of the transcript as well as wholistic recollection of both 

the moment of conversation and my relationship with my conversation partner. The perceived 

usefulness of new language may be a logical reason for uptake, yet it is relevant to recall as well 

that my purpose in joining the Tandem language exchange program was not for learning new 

language; rather, my aim was to practice and maintain my Chinese abilities and to converse 

across cultures.  

In the case of the measure word tang with the noun ke, I had the most opportunity to 

learn and use the new language during the recording, and I consistently used those opportunities 

through my struggle to recall the correct measure word. In the first excerpt, from 18:45 to 19:35, 

I identified my lack of vocabulary and asked Trisha for help, then haltingly finished what I had 
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to say, using 堂課/tang ke with Trisha’s support. In the following three excerpts, 23:46 to 25:46, 

30:10 to 30:18, and 44:29 to 44:55, I recalled other measure words, inappropriate for this 

situation, rather than the correct measure word of 堂/tang. The first inappropriate measure word I 

attempted to use is 本/ben, a measure word for books. I may have recalled that 本/ben is paired 

with 課/ke in the reverse order, i.e. 課本/ke ben, to mean ‘textbook’. This connotation may have 

caused me confusion as I attempted to recall the measure word for class. The next inappropriate 

measure word I use is 條/tiao. 條/Tiao is the measure word for trousers and, as Trisha explained, 

dogs; however, it does not make sense to use it for classes. Perhaps this word jumped to my 

tongue in my confusion as I attempted to recall 堂/tang because it is also a measure word that 

begins with /t/. Despite these struggles, I was determined to use the new measure word and kept 

trying. In the first instance, I was surprised that I could not recall the correct measure word. I 

believe I never knew the measure word ‘tang’ before this conversation, but because I thought I 

had, or thought I ought to have known, it seems I tried harder to use it correctly. I also valued 

input from my friend Trisha in such a clear learning opportunity, so wanted to show appreciation 

by using what she had taught me. In addition, this term comes up again and again in the 

conversation, and perhaps my embarrassment or frustration at getting the measure word wrong 

so many times spurred me to try to get it right then next time it comes up.  

In the cases of the next three terms – 巴不得/ bā bu dé, 權力/quánlì, and 殖民/zhímín – 

my opportunities to practice the new language use in the conversation were fewer than for 堂課

/tang ke. With 巴不得/ bā bu dé, Trisha explained it to me and used it in a relevant sentence, but I 

never had cause to use the phrase myself. My message was also interrupted because of a 

misunderstanding, rather than a mistake, so I may have been eager to continue the thoughts I 
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wanted to share with Trisha. When 權力/ quánlì comes up, I immediately used the new word to 

complete my sentence, but by the next time I had reason to use it, I had been speaking in English 

and so use the English word ‘power’. When I told Trisha that I didn’t know how to express 

‘colonized’ in Chinese, I also had been speaking in English, and I returned to English to continue 

sharing my thoughts a moment after repeating the word 殖民/ zhímín. I never incorporated the 

term into a meaningful sentence. Once I got into the flow of speaking in English, it may have 

been odd to switch back to Chinese for one new term, especially when I was becoming 

emotionally invested in what I was saying.  

Discussion 

Language exchange is generally considered to be beneficial to language learners as it 

gives them opportunities to practice their target language and interact with speakers of their 

second language. But what opportunities for learning target language exist in a bilingual 

conversation, such as one that switches frequently between the two languages? I examined an 

excerpt of conversation between my language exchange partner, Trisha, and I, looking for (1) 

whether there were opportunities for me to learn Chinese, including during deep personal 

conversation, (2) whether I took up those opportunities, and why or why not. 

In this seven-minute excerpt of bilingual conversation between my language partner and 

I, there were several opportunities for me to learn Chinese, both during deep personal exchanges 

and during less emotional exchanges. A handful of these opportunities were clearly noticed by 

me during the interaction, and some I took up, while others passed unacknowledged by either me 

or my partner. New language had to be attempted to be used in order to be considered taken up. 

There was only one case in which Trisha provided me with new language that was not noted at 

the time, and this language was never used again in the rest of the excerpt. As I note above, 
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opportunities to develop my Chinese seem to pass unnoticed more often further along in the 

excerpt as I used more and more English to express myself. Noticed opportunities were also 

taken up less often as well. The increased reliance on English and the increased frequency of 

letting these opportunities pass by are linked; the more emotionally invested in the conversation I 

became, the more I prioritized sharing my thoughts over language exchange.  

In my analysis, I focus on four instances where I had an opportunity for learning Chinese 

which I explicitly acknowledged in the dialogue. Of these four, I attempted usage at least once in 

three of the four cases, including one case in which I attempted to use and did take up the new 

language several times. In the other case, despite acknowledgment of the new language, I did not 

take it up.  

The first opportunity for uptake that was explicitly noticed in this excerpt is an instance 

of the noun 課/ke (class) and its measure word 堂/tang. This opportunity was not only noticed 

but focused on, and attempted several times throughout the entire recording, not just during this 

excerpt. In the recorded conversation, the first time this language came up I asked my partner 

Trisha what the measure word for 課/ke is. I used it, but later in the recording I struggled to 

recall the correct measure word multiple times, using other measure words inappropriate for the 

noun 課/ke and leading to dialogue in which Trisha shared her knowledge with me. Over the 

course of the recording, in multiple exchanges from minute 18 to minute 45, we co-constructed 

linguistic knowledge including: the two measure words that can be used with 課/ke (門/men or 

堂/tang), what nouns the measure word 條/tiao is often used with, and the flexible nature of the 

noun 課/ke – like the English noun ‘class’ – to be countable and uncountable.  
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堂課/Tang ke is language that I found applicable several times during my speech acts in 

the recording, and I seized each opportunity to attempt to use this new language. I felt motivated 

to take up this new language not only because it was useful, but because Trisha had taken the 

time and effort to share with me her knowledge multiple times. As I struggled to correctly recall 

and use the measure word 堂/tang, I was a little frustrated with myself, a little embarrassed, and 

a little apologetic to Trisha. These emotions that come through the recording are bound up with 

my motivation to acquire this new vocabulary. This motivation led me to attempt to use this new 

language several times in the recording, and though I may not have learned it at that time, I 

noticed it and eventually learned it through analyzing my language.  

The second explicit opportunity for learning was when Trisha misheard what I uttered 

and then explained to me what she had thought I said. Here I had the opportunity to learn the 

phrase 巴不得/bā bu dé, which roughly translates to ‘wish for’. Although I considered it 

applicable to the instance we are discussing, I did not attempt to use it and the opportunity passed 

without uptake. This may be because I had no need to use the phrase myself, in addition to the 

fact it came up due to Trisha mishearing me, rather than as part of the information I was trying to 

share with her. I believe I was eager to return to the topic that had been interrupted by the 

misunderstanding, and so although I acknowledged the new language and show interest in it, I 

was more focused on continuing the thread of communication I was on rather than on improving 

my Chinese vocabulary. 

The third and fourth explicit opportunities for learning come up when I implied that I did 

not know the Chinese word for something, and Trisha offered a term. In the third case, I was 

speaking in Chinese, and ended my phrase with the English word ‘power’ with rising, 

questioning intonation. Trisha then provided me with 權力/quánlì (power/authority), which I 
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repeated just once before moving on, and never used again. In the fourth case, I had been 

speaking in English and interjected myself with “I don’t know how to say this in Chi-like the, 

like, colonized” in lines 168 and 169. Trisha asked if I mean 殖民 /zhímín (colonial/colony) and 

I recited it after her – thus showing uptake – but continued sharing my thoughts in English. In 

this instance, I did not seem invested at all in learning new language. I did not complete my 

thought informing Trisha that I did not know how to express “colonized” in Chinese and seemed 

to say it almost to excuse myself from speaking Chinese rather than to use it as a learning 

opportunity. At this time in the conversation, I was eager to share my thoughts on this topic with 

my friend Trisha and was prioritizing that over my own language learning. A minute later I was 

again speaking Chinese and I had an opportunity to use my new language, but instead I switch 

into English for the word ‘colonizing’: “這個剛剛說的那個colonizing 想/This colonizing 

thinking just spoken of” (Line 199). 

Around the time power and 權力/ quánlì came up (minute 46, lines 141 and 142), I had 

become emotionally invested in the conversation due to the topic. I had thoughts I wanted to 

share with Trisha, and it seems my desire to communicate and share thoughts overshadowed 

desire for language exchange. Since I knew that Trisha would understand what I wanted to say in 

English, I did not need to use Chinese to convey my message. This would explain why I began to 

use more and more English, why multiple opportunities to learn passed unacknowledged, and 

why I did not use 權力/quánlì and 殖民/zhímín more than once after Trisha provided them to 

me, although I used the English equivalents of ‘power’ and ‘colonizing’. I maintained enough 

awareness of my lack of Chinese vocabulary for these two new words to be introduced, but as 

my priority was so focused on conveying my thoughts, language learning was pushed aside in 

comparison. In this situation my emotional investment in the topic and my desire to convey my 
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thoughts, combined with the option to do so in English, led to increasing lack of language 

learning as the conversation goes on. By the time 殖民/zhímín arose, my attempts to use and 

retain it seem halfhearted compared to 堂課/tang ke earlier on, even though 殖民/zhímín was a 

relevant term for the conversation and my interests. 

Limitations  

This self-study only looks at one learner – the researcher – in one conversation with one 

interlocutor; this specificity is, by its nature, limiting. The findings are only applicable to myself 

in this one recorded conversation, so studies with larger participant groups or analyzing more 

interactions could give further insight into learning during language exchanges. 

The study also only delves into one seven-minute excerpt of this single recorded 

conversation. Perhaps findings would be different if a longer excerpt were analyzed, or if 

multiple conversations over a period of time were analyzed.  

Another limitation was the amount of time which passed between the recording of the 

conversation and the analysis of it for this study. Nearly two years passed between the day of the 

recorded conversation and this analysis, therefore, I could not rely heavily on my memory. Had I 

done analysis within a few days of the recording, my recollection of my thoughts and choices 

during the conversation could have supplied further insight.  

Connections to Relevant Theories  

In my review of the literature, I drew attention to three theories that could apply to the 

ability to learn language while engaging in potentially emotional dialogue: Krashen’s Monitor 

Model, Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis, and Sociocultural Theory.  
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Given what Krashen has theorized, he might argue that emotional investment in 

conversation is not a factor in language learning because language acquisition all takes place 

unconsciously. As mentioned earlier, evidence for Krashen’s hypotheses would be supported by 

any 1) implicit input provided by Trisha which I had not used earlier in the conversation but used 

later or 2) explicit input that I did not take up at the time or use later in the conversation. In this 

excerpt I found no examples of the former, but I did find a clear example of the latter. The one 

instance of Trisha implicitly providing me with new language and I did not make note of it was 

when she used the term 訝異/yàyì, meaning ‘surprised’ in line 162. I never take up this language 

in the rest of the excerpt. However, to support Krashen’s hypothesis, the phrase 巴不得/bā bu dé 

was explicitly introduced to me and explained, but I did not take it up during the recorded 

conversation.  

In contrast, Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis argues the importance of learners noticing 

new language; this hypothesis states that language learners must be conscious of new linguistic 

forms before they are able to internalize them. I noted that Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis would 

be supported by instances when I, as learner, notice new language provided by Trisha, and then 

use it. I found examples of this in this excerpt, the strongest of which was the use of 堂/tang with 

課/ke several times throughout the whole recording. I clearly noticed and both Trisha and I drew 

attention to this language, and I attempted to use it multiple times.  

According to sociocultural theory, language development is enabled by attention to 

language during social interactions. Evidence of sociocultural theory can be found in instances 

where a speaker supports a learner in expressing meaning as well as instances of interlocutors 

co-constructing linguistic knowledge. Trisha and I spent a significant portion of our conversation 
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co-constructing linguistic knowledge of the noun 課/ke and two measure words that can be used 

with it (堂/tang and 門/men), as well as other measure words. In other cases in the seven-minute 

excerpt, Trisha attempted to support me in expressing meaning, though as I became more 

emotionally invested in what I was saying, I accepted this support less and relied more heavily 

on English, trusting in her ability to understand me in that language.  

In summary, this study concluded that although there were opportunities for me to learn 

Chinese, including during deep personal conversation, there is no concrete evidence that I took 

up those opportunities.  Why might this be? One possibility for my failure to take up language 

opportunities during these conversations was that my primary goal in engaging in them was not 

in fact to learn new Chinese at all.   

 

 

Benefits of Language Exchange Partnerships 

 I found in this study that opportunities for language learning did exist during this 

excerpt of a recorded language exchange conversation; however, I would argue that language 

learning may not be the strongest reason for language exchange. Language exchange has many 

benefits, ranging from language practice, to cultural exchange, to building relationships. I do not 

want to discount language exchange as a medium for language learning, but for me, in a 

somewhat disorganized, informal situation, language learning was not a clear benefit. My goal in 

joining a language exchange program was more for language maintenance than language 

learning, because I feared that my Chinese language skills would get rusty and start to 

disintegrate. I joined the Tandem program for practice, and a hope for comradery, rather than 

with an aim to learn or improve a lot.  
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 About fifteen months after the day of this recording, I asked my language partner, 

Trisha, for her thoughts on our Tandem partnership and our conversations. I knew her opinions 

would differ as an international student already immersed in a community speaking her target 

language, English, but I was surprised and inspired by her responses. She viewed me and our 

partnership as a sort of a bridge connecting her to the local community. I thought of her as 

already very much engaged in the university community, since she was a full-time student in a 

master’s program and using English every day for education and daily life outside of home; but 

she said that my knowledge of her home country and her first language allowed her to feel better 

connected. “Compared to a new place where I cannot find any similarities, I can find some 

common things in you,” she told me. “And you belong here [in the Midwest], so that makes me 

feel like I am also part of this place. You connect me to this foreign place” (personal text 

message, February 27, 2019).  

 Not only did our partnership forge strong connections, it also empowered us. I agree 

with Trisha; I felt that our relationship also allowed me to feel better connected to Taiwan – not 

just the current language and society, but also the part of my identity and personal history that 

was formed in Taiwan. Trisha helped me realize that I feel empowered when I can use both 

English and Chinese because, perhaps, I am recognizing more of my identity, using more of my 

skills, and acknowledging more of my experiences than I do when I express myself 

monolingually. Trisha felt freedom in the depth of conversations we were able to have that she 

wouldn’t have had otherwise; she told me, “you gave me a space to share my thoughts and gave 

me feedback – that makes me feel like a real graduate student!! Not limited to my language 

ability” (personal text message, February 27, 2019).  

 These, I believe, are the greatest benefits of language exchange partnerships: the 
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potential for an exchange of ideas, for deep connections, for validation. In a time when imposter 

syndrome is widely acknowledged and when a record percentage of college students have 

recorded mental health issues, the power of connection, communication, and validation of 

thoughts and experiences cannot be ignored. Language exchange partnerships allow each 

participant to share their knowledge as well as learn. This validation, and the confidence it 

inspires, might be particularly important to students who rarely get to share their expertise, 

whether international or domestic.  

Pedagogical Implications  

Unlike me, some learners join programs like Tandem to improve and learn new language. 

What are the implications of this study for individuals who participate in language exchanges 

because their primary goal is to learn language? What can language educators take away from 

this study?  

Consequences of Analyzing this Data 

In the two years since I recorded this conversation with Trisha, I have listened to the full 

recording several times, transcribed many sections of the recording, listened to portions of the 

audio file uncountable times, and read and re-read the transcriptions innumerable times. I believe 

I have become quite familiar with 課/ke and 堂課/tang ke, 巴不得/bā bu dé, 權力/ quánlì, and 

殖民/zhímín as they appear in this context. It is undeniable that through the process of analyzing 

whether I displayed uptake of this language in the recording, I have learned these words. Perhaps 

I have not used these terms surrounded by Chinese dialogue, but I have produced them, both 

spoken and written, several times in discussing the recording and my analysis. This could be an 

argument in favor of recording learner conversation and language production to then be self-
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analyzed, which I will discuss below. 

 In the process of listening to, transcribing, and analyzing segments of this recording, 

I learned more Chinese than I had while I was participating in the recorded conversation itself. 

Much of this was Chinese vocabulary, from pronunciation to meaning to their corresponding 

characters; some of which I had noted during the conversation, some I hadn’t. While 

transcribing, I utilized Google Translate often to check my transcription, and had to reach out to 

Trisha multiple times for help identifying words she had said, some of which were new to me. I 

even learned the corresponding characters to a common transition both Trisha and I used several 

times in the recording, 然後/ránhòu (then), because we both use a pronunciation of it common in 

Taiwan, which sounds more like “na-ho”. As my spoken Chinese is stronger than my written 

Chinese, the process of transcribing even just my own speech was a learning opportunity to 

improve my literacy in Chinese.  

 In a language learning context, an exercise in which learners transcribe a 

conversation they have had with an interlocutor could provide them an opportunity to improve 

their second language literacy, just as it did for me. This could be especially beneficial to 

students who feel more confident in their spoken language than their written language. Much of 

the language they would be transcribing would be their own words, giving them a stronger sense 

of ownership than having to transcribe a dictation they may not have any investment in. Just as 

with Trisha and me, the rest of the language would be that of their conversation partner; thus, 

they may learn new words, phrases, or grammar that their partner knows, whether that speaker is 

a learner of the language as well or is a native speaker.  

 After transcription, the process of analyzing the conversation provided me with 

further opportunities for improving my Chinese. In this case, I analyzed for opportunities to learn 
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Chinese and whether I took them up. In doing so, I became more aware of times when I was 

struggling to communicate, times when I asked or could have asked my partner to teach me new 

vocabulary, and times when she provided me with linguistic input which could improve my 

Chinese language knowledge. I tended to focus my attention on the new language Trisha and I 

discussed, whether I asked for support or Trisha offered me unsought for linguistic knowledge. 

Due to my focus on these instances, I learned those words and that linguistic knowledge, during 

this process of analysis. Three of these words I took up during the recording but did not really 

learn them until I analyzed the conversation.  

 Similarly, language educators could assign students to analyze recordings of 

themselves to encourage self-awareness and improved strategies in learning. For example, in the 

process of analyzing their own conversations for opportunities to learn, they may notice 

instances when they could have taken up new language, or areas where they could improve their 

communication – whether vocabulary, grammar, or pronunciation. By drawing their attention to 

areas for improvement, learners may become more motivated to improve, and may be more 

aware of opportunities for learning in the future.  
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Appendix A 

Prepared Topics and Questions 

 

‘Daily Life’ Topics:  

• Weather 

• Family 

• Health 

• Weekend Plans 

Academic-related Questions:  

• How are classes going?  

• What, specifically, are your research interests? 

• What is something interesting you’ve recently learned in class?  
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Appendix B 

Transcript of previous use of 堂課/tang ke (minutes 18:45 – 19:35, 23:46 – 25:46, 30:10 – 30:18) 

and  

Transcript of selected analysis section minutes 44:15 – 51:17 

Excerpt 1: minutes 18:45 – 19:35 

(1) Ellisa: …我現在上一 b-…一…eh? I forgot how to- the measure word for class!  

…Now I’m taking one b-…one… 

(2)  一...What’s the measure word for class? 一 – 

one…     one- 

(3) Trisha: Measure? 

(4) Ellisa: Measure word. 就是一什麼 [課 

Just one something [class 

(5) Trisha: [哦, 一堂課. [一堂課 

Oh, one (tang) class. [One class.  

(6) Ellisa: [一堂課. Um, 我有一堂課是 Indigenous Language Revitalization- 

One (tang) class. Um, I have one (tang) class, it’s  

(7) Trisha: mmhmm 

(8) Ellisa: -And Activist Research Methods- 

(9)  Trisha: Ok. [whoa- 
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(10) Ellisa: [haha 很長的名字 

very long name 

(11) Trisha: ye-ah 

(12) Ellisa: 但是 uh 就 um 一, 每個, 每個禮拜就有[一 

But uh just um one, every, every week has [one 

(13) Trisha: [一堂 

[one (tang) 

(14) Ellisa: 一堂…課? 

one (tang)…class?  

(15) Trisha: 一堂課 

one (tang) class 

(16) Ellisa: 一堂課, [然後- 

one (tang) class, [and then 

(17) Trisha: [one hour? One hour?  

(18) Ellisa: 沒有-  

No- 

(19) Trisha: Two-? 

(20) Ellisa: s-三…兩… 我忘了. Uh 四點四十分到七點二十分 

th-three…two…I forgot. Uh Four forty to seven twenty  
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(21) Trisha: ohhhh  

 

- - - [end Excerpt 1 at 19:35] - - -  

 

Excerpt 2: minutes 23:46 – 25:46 

(22)  Ellisa: 其實-可能我 um 我的… (2 seconds pause) …誒啊 (snaps twice)  

Actually- possibly I um my … … ey ah  

(23)  我的 um 那本…課? 課? 不[是- 

My um that (ben)…class? Class? No-  

(24) Trisha: [課本 

Textbook? 

(25) Ellisa: 沒有-[那- 

No- [that- 

(26) Trisha: [那堂課 

That (tang) class 

(27) Ellisa: 堂課! (exasperated:)誒啊! 那堂課 [需要寫報告- 

(Tang) class! Ay-yah! That (tang) class [has a required paper- 

(28) Trisha: [(indistinguishable)  

(29) Ellisa: eh? 
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(30) Trisha: I was just like- wait-uh- what’s it called, like, random thought. I’m just saying, 

(31)  so- 你用, 說, 那堂課或者那門課，都可以 

    - you can use, say, that (tang) class or that (men) class, they’re both ok  

(32) Ellisa: 有不一樣的意思嗎? 

Do they have different meanings? 

(33) Trisha: 我覺得… 

I think… 

(34) Ellisa: ‘Cuz, I mean, in English you can say like, ‘my class’ and you mean like the people 

(35)  in the class? 

(36) Trisha: Yeah, yeah- 

(37) Ellisa: or you can say ‘I have a class [in a minute’ and that means like, that day, but then 

(38)  you also can say like ‘I’m taking a class’ and it means like the whole semester 

(39) Trisha: [Right, yeah…uh huh… yeah… uh huh… a class 

(40)  Yeah. But- I think, Chinese, p-p- probably, um, 我, 我有一堂課 

      I, I have one (tang) class 

(41) Ellisa: 嗯 

Mm 

(42) Trisha: 我有一門課 

I have one (men) class 
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(43) Ellisa: 都- 

Both- 

(44) Trisha: 都可以 我覺得 我都來講  

Both are ok. I think, I say both.  

(45)  我要-你-我要去教那一, 那一, 哦  

I’m gonna- you- I’m going to teach that, that, oh. 

(46)  我要去教那一堂課. 我要去教那一門課. 我覺得都可以, 誒 

I’m going to teach that (tang) class. I’m going to teach that (men) class. I think 

they’re both okay.  

(both laugh) 

(47) Trisha: 對我來講, 我兩個都[可以接受 

For me, I’ll say both [are acceptable 

(48) Ellisa: [就你-你-  

You just-you 

(49)  你會說 ‘這個學期我[有- 

You say ‘this semester I [have- 

(50) Trisha: [有幾堂課 

[have some (tang) classes 

(51) Ellisa: 我有[幾堂課, 幾- 

I have some (tang) classes, some- 
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(52) Trisha: [我有幾門課, 幾門 

[I have some (men) classes, some (men) 

(53)  我也可以講說 ‘這個學期我有幾門課’ 

I also will say ‘this semester I have some (men) classes’ 

(54) Ellisa: 哦 

Oh 

(55) Trisha: 嗯 

Mm 

(56) Ellisa: 我等一下又去上課 

In a bit I have class again 

(57) Trisha: 哦, 對但是 哦但是好像你剛剛說的 ‘我等一下要去’ -  

Oh, right but…oh but it seems what you just said ‘In a bit I want to go’-  

(58)  ‘我等一下有一堂課要去上’  

‘In a bit I have one (tang) class I have to go to’ 

(59) Ellisa: ugh, 比較長! 

ugh, it’s longer! 

(60) Trisha: 不不不 once again- 

no, no, no 
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(61) Ellisa: 就- 我覺得-我剛剛說的是 ‘我等一下要去[上課’ 

Just-I feel-what I just said was ‘in a bit I want to go [to class’ 

(62) Trisha: [上課.  

[to class. 

(63)  對. 這樣子是 correct.  

Right. This way is correct.  

(64) Ellisa: 也可以, 但是有- 有一點不一樣的意思嗎 

It’s also okay, but has-has a little different meaning? 

(65) Trisha: 不-沒有 

N-nope 

(66) Ellisa: 沒有? 

No? 

(67) Trisha: 就是它-它就是有-有- 哪一個, what’s it called 那一個 unit, or not.  

Just it-it just has-has-which one, what’s it called that one unit, or not 

(68) Ellisa: oh, 

(69) Trisha: ‘我要去上課’ 沒有 [unit.  

‘I want to go to class’ doesn’t have a unit 

(70) Ellisa: [去上- yeah.  

go to- yeah 
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(71) Trisha: 對. 

Right 

(72) Both (overlapping, unclear who is saying what): 就是-去上-就是-對- 

Just-go to-just-right… 

(73) Trisha: 對啊. 可以加, 也可以不加… 我不知道！ 

Right. You can add it, or not add it. … I don’t know! 

(both laughing) 

(74) Ellisa: 沒關係, 沒關係！你不是中文老師!  

It’s okay, it’s okay! You’re not a Chinese teacher! 

(more laughing)  

 

- - - [end Excerpt 2 at 25:46] - - -  

 

Excerpt 3: minute 30:10 – 30:18  

 (75) Ellisa: 他有另外一個-條- 課 是, [um,  

He had one other(ge)- (tiao)- class was, [um, 

(76) Trisha: [一堂課 

one (tang) class 
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(77) Ellisa: 一堂! 對不起. 一堂課 

One (tang)! Sorry. One (tang) class 

(78) Trisha: uh huh (laughing)  

 

- - - [end Excerpt 3 at 30:18] - - -  

 

Transcript Minutes 44 to 51 

Excerpt 4: minute 44:15 – 51:17  

(79) Trisha: 我可以再問嗎 

Can I ask another?  

(80) Ellisa: 可以 

Yeah/You can 

(81) Trisha: 可以? 好 

I can? Okay.  

(82) Ellisa: 可以．一點點．還有時間 

You can. A little. There’s still time.  

(83) Trisha: 還有時間？好．   

There’s still time? Okay.  

(84)  Ooh, okay, I like this one. 
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(85)  所以你最近有學什麼新的東西嗎？ 

So have you recently learned some new things? 

(86)  就是 你都沒有 (zhu?) 就是-對-是 新的 – 

Just like, you didn’t (?)--- Just, right, new— 

(87) Ellisa: Oh! 我的- 我的- um- 剛剛說的那條課 的- 

Oh! My-My-um-that (tiao) class I just mentioned 

(I use the wrong measure word for class, saying ‘tiao’ instead of ‘tang’) 

(88) Trisha: (with emphasis) 堂(TANG). Haha okay okay 

(89) Ellisa: 那堂課! 我一直說 條! 

That (tang) class! I keep saying ‘tiao’! 

(90) Trisha: Do you know what— 

(91) Ellisa: 一條褲子! 

A pair of pants! (tiao is the measure word for pants) 

(92) Trisha: hehehe, 我一直想 ‘一條狗’ haha 

 I keep thinking ‘a dog’ (tiao is also the measure word for dog) 

(93) Ellisa: 一… what’s 狗? 

One… what’s dog (goh)? 

(94) Trisha: 狗. Dog. 

Dog (goh).  
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(95) Ellisa: 一條狗.  

One (tiao) dog. 

(96) Trisha:  一條狗.  

One (tiao)dog. 

(97) Ellisa: I thought it was 一隻狗 

  one (zhi) dog (with zhi as a measure word)  

(98) Trisha: 一隻狗, yeah, that – sometimes we will use 條.  

one (zhi) dog    ‘tiao’.  

(99)  Like, y’know, like 一條香腸 –  

                              one (tiao) sausage — 

(100) Ellisa: 一堂課.  

One (tang) class  

(101) Trisha: (laughing) 一堂課 

 One (tang) class 

(102) Ellisa: 我剛剛說的那堂課— 

That (tang) class I just mentioned— 

(103) Trisha: uh-huh 

(104) Ellisa: --那個, uhh, Indigenous Language Revitalization 

That, 
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(105) Trisha: 嗯, uh-huh 

Uh/Mm, 

(106) Ellisa: 很有意思.  

Very interesting. 

(107) Trisha: 真的~~ 

Really (drawn out)  

(108) Ellisa:  把我的— 

Makes my – (pronounced Ba wo de) 

(109) Trisha: 巴不得? WOW! Tha- 

(Bā bu dé)? 

(110) Ellisa: Huh?  

(111) Trisha: Did you just say 巴不得? 

  (bā bu dé) 

(112) Ellisa: No,  

(Trisha starts laughing)  

(113)  wait, what does that mean? 

(114) Trisha: 巴不得…like, um, … lemme think, lemme think, 巴不得… I wish. I wish.  

(Bā bu dé)     (Bā bu dé) 

(Both laugh) 
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(115) Trisha: Yeah. … I wish whole world, know this class. 

(116) Ellisa: [Oh.  

(117) Trisha: [巴不得全世界人都知道這堂課 

(Bā bu dé/I wish that) everyone in the world knows this class. 

(118) Ellisa: I mean, - 

(119) Trisha: Yeah? 

(120) Ellisa: Yeah.  

(Both laugh) 

(121) Ellisa: No, uh, I …  

(122) Ellisa: (…) I was gonna say, the… 那堂課把我的…什麼, like, world-view? just... 

(…) I was gonna say, the… that (tang) class makes my…what, like, world-view? 

just… 

(123) Trisha: upside-down.  

(124) Ellisa: Upside-down! Yeah!  

(125) Trisha: Woooow. (claps hands) 

(126) Ellisa: Just like, push it upside-down, and just like –  

(127) Trisha: Yeah, in what way-in what way?  

(128) Ellisa: Um, 因為是, oh my gosh, just it-讓我發現  

Um, because it’s, oh my gosh, just it-makes me realize 
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(129)  我-我跟我的想法跟我的文法 -- 不是文法 -- 文化 

me- me and my way of thinking and grammar--not grammar—culture 

(130) Trisha: Oh! Hahaha, yeah— 

(131) Ellisa: 文化! …    還有我的文法！ 

 culture!...   Also my grammar! 

(132) Trisha: Yeah that makes sense. Grammar! 

(133) Ellisa: 還有我的文法！都是…um… 都是白人的． 這樣．  

Also my grammar！ They’re all…um… they’re all white people’s. Like this. 

(134) Trisha: Ohhh, 真的嗎？怎-- 你怎麼，怎麼發現？ 

Ohhh, really? H-How did you, did you realize that? 

(135) Ellisa: 就是… … 因為我是白人,  

Just…because I am white/a white person, 

(136) Trisha: 對 

Right 

(137) Ellisa: 白人, 然後… 我的國家是白人的國家 

white person, and then… My country is a white people’s country 

(138) Trisha: 對, 對 

Right, right 
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(139) Ellisa: I mean, 有人是亞洲人, 有黑人, 有… 

I mean, there are Asian people, are black people, are--- 

(140)  但是誰有那個 ya-不是-有力, 有 power?  

but who has that-(searching for word) ya-- no, has force, has power?  

(141) Trisha: 權力 

Power/authority 

(142) Ellisa: 權力. 是白人. 然後我們的想法都是白人的想法--   

Power. -are white people. And then our ideas/thinking are all white people’s 

ideas-  

(143)  我的想法都是白人的想法，因為在學校,  

My ideas are all white people’s ideas, because in school,  

(144) Trisha: 對 

Right 

(145) Ellisa: 在 government,  

in government,  

(146) Trisha: Yeah 

(147) Ellisa: 都是白人的想法, 所以, 但是它們就是…個…unknowable. It’s unknowable. 

It’s all white people’s ideas, so, but… they are…a… unknowable. It’s 

unknowable.  

(148) Trisha: Yeah 
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(149) Ellisa: it’s unknowable because it’s everywhere, it— 

(150) Trisha: Yeah, yeah, oh what’s it called, like perpetuated- 

(151) Ellisa: Yeah 

(152) Trisha: -like, structure, or- 

(153) Ellisa: yeah, and, 所以, so i--, 就讓我發現 我不知道…沒有…就- 讓我… 

yeah, and, so, so i--, just makes me realize I don’t know…no…just- makes me… 

(154)  就發現我的想法都是白人的,  

just realize my ideas are all white people’s  

(155) Trisha: 對對對 

Right, right, right. 

(156) Ellisa: Even though maybe I don’t want to be supportive of that structure? It’s so, it-  

(157)  I mean, I was raised in it. and  

(158)  因為我住在台灣我,  

because I lived in Taiwan I, 

(159)  um, I’ve been exposed to maybe some other, sort of, ways of thinking?  

(160)  But, 大部分是那個白人的想法. 還有 uh… 

But, mostly is that white people’s thinking. Also uh… 

(161) Trisha: 你可以舉個例子嗎？ 就是 就是舉一個例子說 你的哪- 

Can you give an example? Just…just give an example saying…your w- 
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(162)  哪一件事讓你很訝異?    就說 

Which part/thing makes you very surprised? Just say-  

(163)  Can you just give- give me an example that how- how [you-  

(164) Ellisa:   [like- 

(165) Trisha: feel like you-you- how, how you aware – be aware of you are like,  

(166)  white… people 

(167) Ellisa: just-just like realizing that everyth- almost everything that I’m going to think  

(168)  is going to be in-influenced by…whiteness. And not-- and I don’t know how to 

(169)  say this in Chi- like the, like, colonized. Like- 

(170) Trisha: Ah, 殖民嗎 

Ah, colonial/colony? (pronounced zhí mín mȧ) 

(171) Ellisa: 殖民嗎 

Colonial? (zhí mín mȧ) 

(172) Trisha: 殖民. 殖民.  

Colonial. Colonial.  (Zhí mín. Zhí mín.)  

(173) Ellisa: 殖民. Like…that…and because like I belong to the population that was the 

Colonial (zhí mín) 

(174)  colonizer and …was the group in power, like I don’t even recognize times where I  

(175)  might be …I dunno…benefitting? And, or, even like, um, (clicks)  
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(176)  I forgot the English word too 

(177) Trisha: ahahahahahahaha 

(178) Ellisa: or like […causing problems? Like, pushing-oppressing-oppressing!  

(179) Trisha (trying to help): [de- … … …  … … …op-   okay, okay. 

(180) Ellisa: Thank you! [(laughs) 

(181) Trisha: [(laughing)I dunno wha--!   

(182) Ellisa: Even like oppressing other, you know, other groups just because its-  

(183)  it’s unknowable. It’s everywhere. And it’s like, so permeated in…me, and the 

(184)  way that I’m thinking that like I may not even know what I’m doing that’s 

(185)  like …– and then, and not even- it’s not even restricted to white people. Like,  

(186)  I’m gonna try to switch back to Chinese—[(laughs) 

(187) Trisha: [Ya 

(188) Ellisa: um, 如果你, ah, 在美國長大, 但是你不是外國-er, … 

um, if you, ah, grew up in the US, but you are not forei- -er, … 

(189)  Trisha: 白 

white 

(190) Ellisa: 白人, haha, 如果你是亞洲人 還是黑人還是- 你, 如果你…… 

white people, haha, if you are Asian or black or- you, if you… 
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(191)  是- 因為要成功的 ss-事-要- bleh (tongue-tied) 

it’s- because want successful mm-matters-want- bleh 

(192)  如果你要成功的… [話 

If you want to succeed,  

(193) Trisha: [話 

(194)  Ellisa: 你應該要用這個白人的想法 

you ought to use this white people idea/way of thinking  

(195)  所以可能你-可能大家, 就是美國人- 沒有-很多-- 

so it’s possible you- possible everyone, just Americans- don’t -a lot— 

(196)  應該有很多人 ,不管是白人, 是黑人, 是-  

there must be a lot of people, whether white, black, or – 

(197)  應該有很多就是用這個白人的想法 

there must be a lot who just use white person thinking  

(198) Trisha: uh-huh 

(199) Ellisa: 這個剛剛說的那個 colonizing [想法 

This colonizing thinking just spoken of 

(200) Trisha:     [oh, uh-huh, uh-huh 

(201) Ellisa: so, 就-還有, 讓我-讓我想到那個, um, feminist, like, issues, too. 

so, just- also, makes me- It makes me think of, um, feminist, like, issues, too. 
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(202)   Even – even 女生會覺得 ‘哦, 女生不會這麼好’.  

Even – even females can feel like, ‘Oh, women aren’t so good.’ 

(203)   就是- uhh- ‘男生應該是比較- 比較好, 比較聰明, 比較--uh, — 

Just- uhh – ‘Males should be more—better, smarter, more –  

(204) Trisha: 你說的 even girls, they will think that way?  

You said/say even girls, they will think that way? 

(205) Ellisa: Yeah, there are e-, there are, like, so many females and, like, women who were 

(206)  like, ‘No no no, like, a woman should never be president because women  

(207)   shouldn’t be in that sort of a position.’ And it’s like, even women, even though, 

(208)  like, females are oppressed in our society, like- the patriarchal society-, there are 

(209)  even going to be women who are like, ‘No no no, it’s better this way.’ And, and I 

(210)  think that translates over to, like, race, too.  It’s that – especially if they have been 

(211)  raised to think that they are benefitting, or, like, that they’re okay, or it’s 

(212)  ‘supposed to be this way’, the-my-even--- I dunno. It’s just… (ugh).  

- - - [end Excerpt 4 at 51:17] - - -  

 

 

 

 


